
The CABRIO pavilion is equipped with a retractable roof giving the option of either an open sky or complete protection from 
the elements. Manufactured with heavy-walled aluminum, the pavilion structure will withstand moisture, rain, wind and sun.  
The roof and curtains are constructed with Sunbrella® fabric, composed of 100% solution-dyed acrylic fibres that lock color 
deep inside the fabric offering excellent weather resistance. Sunbrella® fabrics are guaranteed for 8 years against fading.
The structure is designed with a double rail system that offers different choices of curtains.



Options

Mosquito Netting¹ 
(acrylic fabric border)

Transparent Plastic Curtain¹ 
(acrylic fabric border)

   

Acrylic Fabric

Decorative Acrylic Curtain

Full Acrylic Curtain¹

Mesh (PVC)

Full Mesh Curtain¹

Curtains

Acrylic Fabric code Mesh code Mosquito Netting Plastic Sheer panel

Brass
Chocolat
Slate
Oyster
Silver
White

TS4658
TS4781
TS4684
TS4642
TS4651
TS4604

Brass
Chocolat
Ivory

4658 
4781
423

Black
(acrylic fabric border)

Transparent
(acrylic fabric 
border)

White

Other Sunbrella® colors available upon request.

Keeps insects away and shields
50% of the wind

reference 500

Shields against the elements 
and offers complete privacy

reference 400

Shields against wind and rain while 
still letting daylight in; extends use 
in cooler weather like a greenhouse.

reference 600

Sheer panel 

Adds a touch of ambience while 
providing shade. Can serve as a 
room divider. 

reference 304

See-through shield against the 
elements 

reference 650

Covers the corner posts

references
300 / interior-exterior (pulleys) 
305 / interior (velcro)
303 / exterior (velcro)

Colors

Curtain ties (Velcro)  - choice of snap hooks (reference 942) or without (reference 941)

¹ The curtains fully close with a zipper.



Lighting and Heating

LIGHTING
This eco-friendly lighting uses a high-powered light-
emitting diode (LED) with an extreme long life of more 
than 50,000 hours.  With very low power consumption, 
barely 5.5W, this sophisticated high-tech lighting 
appliance dispenses beautiful warm white light. 

HEATING 
The W-Series Heater incorporates a specially designed electric quartz heating element that produces safe 
infrared radiant energy.  Radiant energy is only absorbed by solid objects and is not wasted heating the air.  
In addition, Infratech heaters do not emit harmful ultraviolet rays.

Since there are no open flames or carbon monoxide emissions, mounting clearance requirements are 
minimal.  W-Series fixtures can be installed at lower mounting heights, under canvas awnings, and in interior 
locations.  Adjustable swivel mounts and short angle braces allow the fixtures to seamlessly blend in with 
any patio decor.  The parabolic reflector is made of a special corrosive-resistant alloy.
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